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Abstract
Detection of radiopulses from moon’s surface employing moon based as well as earth based detectors was 
proposed about several decades back. Inspired by this novel idea a good number of experimental groups 
have been continuing such investigations. In this paper a moon based experimental set up for receiving lunar 
radiopulses and then transmitting the same to earth based or satellite based radio telescope is proposed.

1.Introduction
Experimental confirmation in 2000 [1] of the Askaryan effect (1965)[2] is the root over which the emerging 
field of Radio Astronomical Method (RAM) of neutrino detection has been based. Inspired by the 
theoretical development in this field, quite a good number of sophisticated laboratories are being engaged in 
the neutrino detection  by radio method taking Antarctic ice or  moon as interacting media and using earth 
based or satellite borne or balloon borne detectors[3]. Although moon based radio detectors were proposed 
about five decades back by Askaryan [2],[4] and later the idea was revived by Zheleznykh et al. [5], no such 
initiative for implementing the idea has been adopted so far. As the lunar environment is free from all 
anthropogenic noise and atmospherics, registration of radiopulses from neutrino initiated showers in such a
pure environment may provide significant information. As such, a moon based experimental set up for 
receiving lunar radiopulses and then transmitting the same to earth based or satellite borne radio telescopes 
is proposed in this paper.

2. Method
Block diagram of the proposed experimental set up for receiving lunar radiopulses and then transmitting the 
same to earth based or satellite borne radio telescopes is given in fig.1.
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Block diagram of the transponder is given below.[6]
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Fig 1. Block diagram of the proposed Experimental set up.
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Required specification of the various units of fig 1 are enlisted below.

Loop antenna: Resonant frequency-100kHz.
                        Cλ= (circumference of the loop/λ) is small (<0.01) for the antenna to have
                                figure 8 pattern [7]  .
Helical antenna: Resonant frequency - 2.3GHz, highly directional.
Impedance matching unit: Standard circuit [8] for matching to 50 cable.

As the height of the antennas above lunar surface must have practically feasible value, effect of ground is to 
be considered for the two antennas.
The concept of the proposed experimental investigation described above is conceptualization of the 
Transition Radiation (TR) model developed [9]. Frequency spectrum of fieldstrengths at two different 
energy  are given in fig 3, adopting the model developed for TR  for a satellite borne antenna at a height of 
100 km from the lunar surface. This figure shows that TR VHF fieldstrength is much smaller than the LF 
fieldstrength.

                                (a)                                                                   (b)
Fig.3 Frequency spectrum of vertical component of fieldstrength at (a) N=6.5109

and (b) N=1011.

Frequency spectrum for the RE received by the loop antenna of fig1 will have similar nature as in fig 3.

3. Discussion & Conclusion
It is found that, TR VHF fieldstrength<< TR LF fieldstrength at the position of receiving antenna for orbital 
satellite. Also RCR LF << TR LF fieldstrength. [10] . Hence satellite borne VHF & LF antennas can be 
expected to register RCR & TR pulses respectively. Thus correlation studies of these pulses at LF & VHF 
will provide additional confirmation on the mechanisms.
If delays are introduced in the radiochannel of fig1 and if pulses are received in the VHF satellite borne 
antenna (LORD for example) with such delays after the VHF RCR pulses which presently proposed for 
investigation [11], this will again have confirmation on the emission of TR pulses from the lunar surface.

Only the outline of the proposed method is presented here with preliminary investigations on the 
components of the set up. Theoretical investigations are being continued to present details in the conference.
However, if based on the concept outlined, investigations are carried out adopting sophisticated technique,
encouraging results are expected to get.
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